
Hello Reception Families, 

This Monday we started by writing about someone who is special to us and saying why. Everyone 

had a good try at writing their special person’s name, using initial letter sounds we have learned 

and even ones we haven’t! This was amazing to see. Go Reception children!    

We also started learning our second phase letters which are ‘c k e h r m’ just 

focussing on c and k this week. I noticed how much quicker everyone was at learning 

these new sounds this week. Awesome!  

In maths we used the Numicon shapes to help us add 2 numbers totalling less than 10. We were 

all very good orally and know our Numicon really well. Some children tried writing down answers 

to these sums on a sheet and number formation is improving as the children become more 

comfortable with their pencil grip and control. I have sent home some number writing sheets 

with the formation sheet that can be done if you have any free time and want to practice. 

In our Topic work we have learned about animals that hibernate and which animals are nocturnal. 

Mucky Monday was very wet, but that didn’t stop us! Everyone loves being outside and so 

we went around collecting different leaves, identifying them and the trees they were 

from. We even went out today with Mr M to make some cosy homes for hedgehogs. We 

will see if any have moved in on Monday! 

In ‘Workout Wednesday’ this week we carried on learning about Noah’s Ark. We had to pretend 

to be different animals going onto the ark. Everyone showed lovely working together skills. 

This week in art, to celebrate ‘Shwmae Day’ we painted either a red dragon or a pretty daffodil. 

They are on Twitter for you to see and look lovely! 

As it is ‘Fancy Dress Wednesday’ next week, to have some fun, we have been learning 

some Halloween songs that we will be singing on Wednesday. I have sent home a 

consent form that will allow me to post this video on each of your private Hwb 

accounts. 

I hope everyone has a lovely weekend and we will see everyone on Monday, our last one before 

half term. (Last day Wednesday as Inset days Thursday and Friday) 

Many thanks, 

Mrs Howard, Mrs Dolbear & Mr McNaughton.  ♥♥♥ 

 

 

 

 



 


